1. All dimensions are in inch (unless otherwise stated).

2. Tube with ripple surface at package loading area that affect package.

3. Print location: Top portion and center of the tube.

4. Mark color: Black.

5. Material: Modified acrylic or rigid PVC.

6. Tube to be coated (inside and out) with anti-static agents and the surface.

7. Flatness: Tube to be flat within ±3/32 inch (0.79mm).

8. Marks shall pass 5 cycles of cotton brush test.

9. Tube with ripple surface at package loading area that affect package.

10. All burrs on inside surface of the tube shall be <0.002 inch (0.05mm) in height.

Visibility is not acceptable.

NOTE:

1. Plastic carrier thermal requirements to withstand continuous ambient temperature of ±25°F (−4°C).

2. Cartons: Parts in tube to be clearly visible in daylight.

3. Marking: Parts in tube to be clearly visible in daylight to the naked eye.

4. Plastic/Plastic:

   - Pin#1 direction
   - Top side view

5. Non conductor.